I had the pleasure to sit down
with State Representative Stephen Kinsey of the PA 201 Legislative District. We talked about
everything from how his district
was gentrifying, his career running track for the legendary Philadelphia Pioneers and West
Chester University, growing up
in Germantown, and his legislation from the past year.
We started out discussing his
legislation to combat video gambling and its impact on inner city
neighborhoods, mainly its effects
on the black community and how
they profit off of communities of
color. And how and why he has
championed legislation to address video gambling.
“It takes me back to the old days.
I mean, again, as an athlete, I
didn't smoke, nor did I drink. But
I grew up at a time where they
were always promoting cigarettes like Newport, especially in
our communities. Mainly black
communities. And I think, for
me, going from Germantown to
an area like West Chester for college, it was a totally different
environment. And what I've seen
in my community, as I was coming up, I didn't see in the suburban areas. They weren’t doing a
push for malt liquor, like Colt 45.
I didn't see them do a push, try-

ing to entice young students to
come and smoke. It was a totally
different thing. So, it starts making you question, what else are
they pushing on our communities. Some of us look at it like it's
the cool thing to do. But no, it's
also the harmful thing to do. I
look at individuals who have
gambling habits. It can be addictive. We talk about addictions to
cocaine and addictions to alcohol. But you know, there's also
this thing about addiction to
gambling. We're starting to see
families fall apart, a spouse
might take the life savings, because he’s got this addiction. I've
heard too many stories where
somebody made a mistake like
that. And then it just tore apart
the whole family structure. And
again, it's being promoted more
in black communities, not in other communities. There was research that was done, I think it
was Chicago. They did a comparison about how certain black
sections of Chicago were inundated with all of these video
game gambling machines, yet the
white communities weren't.”
Representative Kinsey is well
aware of the political climate in
PA, especially in the Republicandominated legislature. In the past
election the Democrats lost seats
while the Republicans gained

ganization, CNA.

A Commissioned Report
compiled by two Philadelphia-based independent
consultant firms takes a
transparent look into how
the City of Philadelphia and
the Philadelphia Police Department can improve their
preparation and response to
civil unrest as well as rebuild trust with the community.

Former federal and local
prosecutor and now partner
at the locally based law
firm’s White Collar and
Government Investigatory
group, A. Nicole Philips’
expertise in matters of such
sensitivity delivered an objective, honest analysis
highlighting enhancement
on ongoing reforms of PPD
protocol especially related
to use of force.

Commissioner Outlaw and
her commitment to improving trust and strengthening
the relationship between the
Philadelphia Police Department and the community.
The goal of this review was
to take an in-depth look into
the City’s preparation and
response to the protests,
demonstrations, police use
of force and how to properly
handle civil unrest.
Commissioning both firms
allowed the report to be informed and guided by the
subject matter expertise and
data analysis approach of
CNA with the investigatory
and legal expertise of Phillips and her firm.

cisms in the report of how
our administration conducted itself this past summer.
This report will enhance
ongoing reforms of the Department, as well as our
larger Pathways to Reform,
Transformation, and Reconciliation initiative, whose
aim is nothing less than the
eradication of systemic racism in this city. Black and
Brown residents of Philadelphia have suffered too long.
With this report, the path
ahead is clear, and I am
committed to following it
no matter how difficult —
because their pain, evidenced in stark relief this
past summer, must end.”
Commissioner Outlaw, who
initially requested the AfterAction Review also praised
Phillips and her firm for
their hard work and is committed to improving and implementing said recommendations.

Both Mayor Kenny and Police Commissioner Danielle
Outlaw, released statements
praising the unbiased report
and thanking the firms for
their recommendations and
informative review.
“The report, in my view,
provides a comprehensive
“I want to thank Nicole
blueprint for long-lasting
The independent investiga- Phillips, Montgomery
police and emergency retion was conducted by Phil- McCracken, and CNA for
sponse reform in the city. I
adelphia-based law firm,
their diligence in pursuing
look forward to implemenMontgomery, McCracken, this difficult examination of tation of the recommendaWalker and Rhodes, LLP
a complex matter.” Mayor tions…” said Mayor Kenand Nonprofit Research Or- Kenny went on to thank
ney. ‘I fully accept the criti- “As I said from the begin-

Along with his colleagues
State Rep. Chris Rabb took
the oath of office at the
State Capitol on January
5th to begin his third term
representing the 200th District of Philadelphia in the
Pennsylvania House of
Representatives. It was just
a few years ago, when Rabb
upset the Philadelphia
Northwest political establishment to win his first

term, after he lost a hard
fought Special Election to
Tonyelle Cook-Artis. Cook
-Artis served a short term to
finish up the term of then
departed Cherrelle Parker,
who had just been elected
to City Council.

spect of many of the constituents who voted against
him. Since being elected as
the founding chairperson of
the Pennsylvania House
Democratic Caucus Equity
Committee, a member of
the Black Caucus, and a
member of several other
committees and caucuses.
In addition, Rabb is a member of the Police Reform
Working Group which has
advanced much needed legislation to reform policing
in Pennsylvania.
Rabb was also named Legislator of the Year by the
National Association of Social Workers, Pennsylvania
Chapter. This is rightfully
deserved considering that
he has introduced or passed
the following legislation in
the past year:

The outspoken Rabb has
since been one of the more
vocal elected officials in the
city, and has earned the re- 1. Rabb introduced legis-

lation to provide grants, tax
credits to restaurants that
sell PA Preferred groceries
in food deserts.
2. Rabb introduced legislation to empower consumers by creating labeling
standards, regulations for
CBD.
3. Rabb introduced legislation to make pre-trial sentence investigation reports
mandatory.
4. Rabb introduced a bill
to compensate exonerees.
5. Rabb introduced legislation to extend the deadline for receipt of mail-in
ballots during disaster
emergencies such as
COVID-19.
6. Rabb passed legislation
banning peace officers from
engaging in sexual activity
with people in their custody
signed into law.

ning when I requested that
this review take place, it is
often difficult to take a look
in the mirror and see areas
that need improvement, and
to that end, I wish to thank
the members of our department who provided honest
and candid interviews to the
group.”
“‘...I am pleased to report
that a number of the recommendations contained within are already underway.
Myself and the PPD executive team are in full agreement with the changes suggested by the group, and we
remain committed to working with our partners and
stakeholders to come up
with creative solutions that
will help put these recommendations into action.”
By Alana Lukens
Photo courtesy of Phila.Gov

“I am proud of the strides
I’ve been able to make for
the people of Pennsylvania
over the last legislative session – especially the enactment of legislation to improve police accountability
and safety,” Rabb said. “I
have always believed in the
power of public policy, civic literacy and grassroots co
-governance to improve
people’s lives, and seeing
folks across Pennsylvania
more engaged than ever
gives me renewed hope of
what we can accomplish in
the session ahead.”
By James Williams
Editor & Chief
Photo Courtesy of the
Office of Chris Rabb
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seats. This will make his job
and other members of the
Philadelphia Democrat caucus even harder when it
comes to moving legislation
forward. At the end of the
day there is no way to pass
legislation in the PA State
House without any Republican support. However, despite the political climate,
Rep. Kinsey has found a
way to work across the
aisle. By
partnering with Republican
Rep. Greg Rothman, they
have formed the Bi-Partisan
Legislative Caucus.
“Well, it all started with just
a simple hello on the House
floor. Welcome to the
House. I knew he was a Republican. And he knew I
was a Democrat. But I also
know that at the end of the
day, I have to work with
those folks over there. But it
all started by just speaking.
And we just started having
greater conversations on
issues. But the great thing is
that this was a guy that I
could talk to on the other
side and knowing that he
had friends on the other
side. And the word spread
quickly over the course of
time that Kinsey and Rothman are pretty tight. I mean,
Greg's been down here to
my district for press events.
I've been up to his district.
And so we just developed a
sincere friendship, all by

just having conversation.
We sit on a few committees
together- probations and
transportation. Greg and I
have some legislation that
we both cosponsored. But
what I found out is that we
both experienced the same
thing, sometimes we get
stuck with partisan politics.
Greg told me that he was in
caucus and I had an amendment to a bill and he was
supporting it. However, his
colleagues were saying they
weren’t supporting it. When
he asked why, they said
‘because it's a Democrat
amendment.’ And he's like,
‘but it’s Kinsey’s, he's a
good guy.’ Well, he got shot
down anyway. And I experienced something similar in
committee. Greg had an
amendment, I thought it was
a good amendment. But I
was asked by the Chair of
that committee, on the
Democratic side, if I could
stay in line. And you do that
sometimes. But then sometimes you sort of break out
of that line and say, this is
going to be beneficial to the
people that I represent. My
people want this. And that's
how it started. We just kept
that conversation going and
everybody in the House saw
the sincerity of our friendship. I can tell you that there
was no blowback with the
establishment of the BiPartisan Caucus. There's
now 25 Democrats that

have signed on thus far, and form that allowed me to
16 Republicans that have
bring other organizations,
signed on thus far.”
caucuses, and other committees together. So that they
Before serving as the Cocan hear what we were
Chair of the Bi-Partisan
hearing. So that they can
Committee, Rep. Kinsey
feel the experiences that
served as Chair of the Black were being shared with
Caucus, which he recently members of the Black Caustepped down from and
cus. I wanted them to have a
handed the reins to Rep.
better and a greater underDonna Bullock.
standing of what folks of
color were going through,
“I can tell you that it was a how they felt.”
great experience serving as
the Chair of the Pennsylva- With police reform becomnia Legislative
ing one of the hottest topics
Black Caucus. I could have in local and national poliserved for another two years tics, Rep. Kinsey and his
but I wanted to do somecolleagues in the State Legthing different. I've had
islature joined forces with
some personal tragedies,
members of the City Counsome personal challenges. I cil of Philadelphia to form
lost my mother and lost a
the Police Working Group.
daughter. And when you
Rep. Kinsey went into detail
experience those things,
on why he joined the Police
those types of losses, it real- Working Group and his exly puts things in perspecperience growing up in Gertive. I have a 12 year old
mantown that caused him to
that's with me, being raised join in to champion this
by myself and her mom.
cause.
Her mom lives in Jersey, so
“I grew up in an era where
she sees her mom on the
gang wars were pretty ramweekends. She goes to
school in Pennsylvania, so pant. I grew up in the 70s. It
was still the Dogtown,
she's with me throughout
the week. When you lose a Haines Street, and Brickchild, it makes you want to yard feuds. I could tell you
how I got chased home by
be closer to your kids. It
was a point where I was go- guys from Brickyard and so
ing to Harrisburg and com- forth. So, for me dealing
ing back because I wanted with the cops was a reality.
to tuck my daughter in eve- The cops would drive up
and down the street. Frank
ry single night. But the
Rizzo was the commissionBlack Caucus was a great
er at the time. As a little kid
experience. I believe we
made some headway in re- I would hear about the
Commissioner and all that
gards to forcing the previous Speaker of the House to he was doing. Like when he
stripped those guys down in
really help us with some
North Philly.
police reform legislation.
The great thing is that we
We didn't have that real rehad a series of hearings in
places like Reading, Allen- lationship with the police.
town, and the Poconos. We We feared the police to
some extent. They would
wanted to make sure that
our presence was known so mess with us because we
we expanded it, partnering were black kids. I'm still
with other committees. So it surrounded by guys, fraterwas like the Black Caucus nity brothers, guys from the
and the Health Committee neighborhood and I hear
focusing on COVID. It was their stories about their experiences with the police.
the Black Caucus and the
Education Committee talk- You still hear these stories.
But for me just taking in all
ing about funding in the
this information, the experiState School System. The
ences that not only I had,
Black Caucus was a plat-

but also that my friends had
growing up, my friends that
lived in other parts of the
city. Those experiences
don't go away. Those are
memories that are there forever. And even as the Police
Commissioner changes and
the Mayor changes, the police force does not change.
Our communities are still
experiencing some of those
things that were happening
decades earlier.
Even though we see more
officers that look like us,
the reality of it is that they
really weren't running the
show. You start recognizing
that there's a code and a
mentality even amongst
those men and women in
blue. Regardless of skin color, there's still a mentality
that exists there.
The Police Reform Group,
is a collaboration of what
we each experienced, what
we were told, and what we
have been visualizing in our
respective communities.
This made us come together
and say, we got to change
this.”
By James Williams
Photo Courtesy of Stephen Kinsey/
pahouse.gov
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Councilman At-Large KGR
launches Union 1st Annual
Apprenticeship Guidebook
Councilmember Katherine
Gilmore Richardson, in conjunction with local union
leaders, launched her 1st
Annual Apprenticeship
Guidebook, which will be
updated annually. The
guidebook provides the necessary information regarding apprenticeships that are
available and how to go
about obtaining them. It also includes how much they
pay, requirements, and application deadlines.

As many of us know, and
studies show, that unions
are the cornerstone of the
middle class. I’m the product of a union family. My
father worked for the Budds
plant just like his father before him. My father also
served as the UAW shop
steward for the Budds plant.
Due to my father having a
solid union job, he was able
to provide me with a quality
Catholic school education
and great healthcare benefits. Not to mention he made
pretty good money, which
afforded me many opportunities growing up that those

around me didn’t have.
These are the benefits of
having a union job. It was
the unions that helped build
the African American middle class and move many
blacks out of poverty. You
cannot build a strong economy in a city like Philadelphia, which suffers from a
poverty rate over 20%,
without expanding union
opportunities.
“It is important, now more
than ever, that we think
about how we are creating
skills-based opportunities
for work and expanding
pathways to the middle
class,” said Councilmember
Gilmore Richardson. “As
our city grapples with the
impacts of the Covid-19
pandemic and our continued
challenges with generational
poverty, I saw an information gap that keeps people from applying to these
programs. With more information, readily available
and in one place, a wider
range of Philadelphians can
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FOR MORE INFORMATION CALL:
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TRAINING )

learn about the opportunities in the skilled trades and
figure out what they need to
be competitive.”
Councilmember Gilmore
Richardson’s guidebook
was developed with the support from local union leaders. She has worked hard to
provide economic opportunities for Philadelphians
since she took office.
“Thank you to Councilmember Gilmore Richardson for spearheading this
important project,” said Patrick Eiding, President of the
Philadelphia AFL-CIO.
“Unions provide crucial
protections to workers and
create good-paying, family
sustaining jobs. This guidebook will help us better
communicate the diverse
types of careers that are
available through our apprenticeship programs.”
“Philadelphia remains one
of the few cities in America
with strong support for unions,” said Ryan N. Boyer,
Business Manager for La-

borers District Council of
Metropolitan Area of Philadelphia and Vicinity and
President of the Philadelphia Chapter of the Coalition
of Black Trade Unionists.
“We need to grow awareness around apprenticeship
programs so that more Philadelphians can see the benefits of debt-free, paid skilled
training.”
“Apprenticeship programs
benefit everyone,” said
Wayne Miller, Business
Manager of Sprinkler Fitters
Local 692. “Workers earn
more money and have access to supportive programs
for training and development, businesses see a high
return on investment, and
our city’s workforce becomes more talented, improving our local economy.”
By James Williams,
Photo Courtesy of
Phlcouncil.com

With limited service on the
regional rail and the trolley
canceled, more and more
families are keeping two or
more vehicles around, leading to parking frustration
and pedestrian obstruction,
both of which limit the enjoyment of living in the
neighborhood.

If you look at any old pictures of Germantown Ave,
you are sure to see one of
its star attractions, the Rt.
23 trolley. Traveling all the
way from Chestnut Hill
down to Oregon Avenue,
the 23 was a workhorse and
a popular route, supplying
Germantown Avenue businesses with shoppers from
across the city, while giving
Northwest commuters an
alternative to the more expensive regional rail lines.
Today, the 23 is no longer
one route, having been split
in half into the 23, which
maintains the Northwest
portion of the trip but ends
at Market St, and the 45,
which tackles the Southern
end of the journey. While
the busses are meant to
serve the same purpose,
they have been unable to
replicate the performance of
the trolley, and during
COVID the 23 has become
dangerously overcrowded, a
symptom of the closure of a
regional rail line, along with
the reduced capacity of a
bus as compared to the trolleys. The choice to remove
the trolley has been harmful
to Germantown Avenue
businesses, the parking situation in the neighborhoods
bordering the Avenue, and
the aesthetic that draws so
many to Chestnut Hill, Mt
Airy, and Germantown in
the first place.
Predating the Broad Street
Line, Market Frankford El,
and Chestnut Hill West
Line, the 23 Streetcar
turned Germantown from a
quiet village with farmland
nearby to a busy and bus-

appeal. While some might
dismiss such a looks based
argument for transit service,
it would be wrong to discount how much having a
beautiful environment to
spend your time in influences our decisions. Even
suburban residents from
Montgomery County, who
might not currently go
across the Cresheim Creek
The Avenue has suffered
aesthetically from the loss may be more tempted to
venture deeper into the city
of the trolley too. Part of
what makes opening or pat- if they could park at the
Chestnut Hill Loop, and
ronizing a business along
tling streetcar suburb, com- Germantown Ave so attrac- take the trolley to their desplete with its own Main
tive to people who come to tination along the Avenue.
Street. Other neighborhoods neighborhoods to eat, drink,
along the Ave also utilized and shop is the classic feel At this point, SEPTA has
its potential as a commerand distinctly Pennsylvani- likely spent more money
cial corridor, and the trolley an architecture that the
studying the feasibility and
made shops along the Ave- neighborhoods are famous impact of restoring the trolnue accessible to residents for. With its cobblestones
ley service than they needed
of any of the neighborand stone churches, the trol- to spend to keep it running
hoods, especially as nearly ley fits right in, providing
back in 1992 in the first
all residents live within a
yet another intangible aes- place. At the time, busmile of the Avenue, if not
thetic boost to the Avenue’s mania led the agency to sell
closer. The trolley brought
shoppers from the rest of
Philadelphia up to Northwest neighborhoods as well,
offering a more comfortable
ride than buses along with a
unique experience. Without
the trolley, the business environment in all of the
neighborhoods has suffered.
The end of the trolley has
had a limiting effect on foot
traffic and shopping, one
that could easily be reversed
if the tracks were activated
again.
Another negative effect
from the end of the trolley
has been the corresponding
increase in car ownership,
and thus decrease in the
availability of parking and
increased illegal sidewalk
parking, which has resulted
from public transit options
being removed from the
neighborhoods. While the
Northwest is famous for its
detached and twin homes,
there are also many patches
with small and midsize
apartment buildings and
rowhomes, without the
driveways and garages of
the larger lots. It used to be
a lot easier for families in
the Northwest to manage
with one family car, limiting the demand for parking.

off hundreds of perfectly
good trolleys to other cities,
especially San Francisco.
This was a tragic mistake,
but we can still fix it. It’s
time for SEPTA to restore
the 23, the 15, and the 56
while modernizing the lines
that still exist. Philadelphia
might not have the extensive subway system of New
York or DC, but it’s time
for the city to start leveraging the rail assets we do
have, starting by restoring
our trolley network.
By Dan Pearson
Photo Courtesy of Wikipedia

The Security and Exchange
Commission (SEC) filed a
lawsuit against XRP (aka
Ripple) allegedly claiming that XRP is a security
and not a currency. SEC
claims XRP entered into
agreements with a few asset digital trading systems,
which aren’t registered with
the SEC. Then XRP allegBy R.S. Broker
edly, paid these platOk, I was going to write
forms a fee usually in
about my new years Resolu- XRP. Furthermore, the SEC
tion- Keeping God first,
accuse Ripple executives
family second, health
for raising $1.3 Billion
third and wealth fourth. I
through an digital asset
agree that in the grand
securities offering to invesscope of life, the resolutions tors back in 2013, and these
are more important than
executives didn’t register
what I was going to distheir sales.
cuss, but I have to talk
about the situation of cryp- Basically the SEC is saying
tocurrency and the lawsuit that you’re not a currency if
against one of the major
you offer that asset as an
players in the game – beinitial offering like a stock
cause the results of this law- would do.
suit can change the crypto
Let’s first explain XRP and
game forever.
who uses it. XRP is the to-

ken (cash) , the currency.
Ripple (RippleNet) is a
high performance payment
system for liquidity- basically to move money
cheaper and easier all
around the world. What
XRP does is transfers the
cash amount into XRP
(instead of a government
cash like USD or JPY)
from one currency to another. So if I want to send
money from Philadelphia to
Tokyo, and if my method
is XRP then the exchange
fees are almost eliminated
and payments are processed
on the spot.
If I transfer money USD to
JPY the traditional way, it
could take 3 business days.
What financial institutions
or banks use Ripple? American Express, Santander,
PNC Bank, and
MoneyGram are some
of the hundreds of institutions that are on RippleNet.

XRP is the cash used to
move money on the Ripple platform.
XRP was created to replace
SWIFT, and SWIFT is currently used by financial institutions to communicate
information with other
banks. These banks has
code, called BICs where
the banks link up there networks to receive messages.
And these are used to send
payment orders particularly
for high volume institutions for stock trading. Yes
Stock trading. That’s what I
believe the SEC is worried
about, and that’s getting its
slice of the pie. I hope it
works out for the both XRP
and the SEC.
In summary, if you haven’t
yet, you need to start getting familiar with cryptocurrency.

You can go to YouTube
and review videos (for example see
TheGetMoneyShow on
YouTube, where
StreetMoney and RS Broker discuss the future of
cryptos). And if you want
to invest, please use link
below. Whether your 20 or
60, a new transfer of wealth
is upon the horizon. This
isn’t just the USA going
through a change. The
whole world is... It won’t
be easy, but you never
know until to try. Oh, and
don’t forget to follow
me on IG or YouTube at
@TheGetMoneyShow. Believe in yourself, believe in
your dreams, and always remember money
a’int just green.
By RSB

Philadelphia Singer and
Songwriter 23-year-old
Kwony is looking to make
his mark as an R&B singer
in the city of Brotherly
love. His music can be
found on all major steaming
platforms with his new single “Holiday Heartbreak”
available on
SoundCloud. This song like
much of his music deals
with the heart breaking and
loss of love. This is a subject matter that Kwony
touches on in much of his
music.
“I want people who are
heartbroken to listen to my
music and heal from their
own heartbreak and trauma.”

At the age of 3 Legendary
singer and showstopper Michael Jackson is who
Kwony got his inspiration
from. But at the age of 6 it
was the musical sounds of
Chris Brown that hooked
young Marquan into the
world of R&B.

works. It will have a mixture of his signature
“heartbreaking style”with a
few party tracks thrown in
the mix. Make sure to stay
updated through his Instagram page
@kwonymusic. “Never
give up and always believe
in yourself, and follow your
Along with these two leg- dreams,” says Kwony who
ends Mark McPherson also offers these words to other
inspired his son at a young young artist who plan on
age. His father was a part of making music their caa group called “Lyrical Ter- reers. “Take your time with
rorist.” Music was also a
the music so that it comes
part of his sisters’ life as
out the way you want it.”
well, but it was Kwony who
embraced it and made it his By Andre Brown
Editor of Black
passion.
Philadelphia Magazine
Photo Courtesy of Kwony

Looking forward to a new
EP from Kwony that remains “Untitled” is in the
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Last year, neighbors packed
Janes Memorial Church to
share memories of, and
hopes for, Germantown
High School during a series
of “community visioning
meetings” meant to provide
input to the developer of the
building. Sadly, many of
those hopes went unfulfilled
when the project moved forward earlier this year without a community agreement.
One of the speakers at those
meetings, Oscar Beisert, has
seen many historic buildings lost to development but
that didn’t make the outcome for GHS less bothersome to him.

of the district since Germantown Avenue was designated as a National Historic
Landmark in 1965, even
before the National Register
of Historic Places existed.
But the built environment
around the Avenue still hasn’t been designated historic
despite an embarrassment of
riches in terms of historical
structures. And we continue
to lose buildings, several a
year. What’s really sad is
that if you lose enough
buildings, then you would
ultimately lose the National
Historic Landmark status.”
What’s to be done? He
wishes Germantown had an
organization dedicated to
preservation, like
the Chestnut Hill Conservancy. But without Chestnut
Hill’s financial resources,
it’s unlikely Germantown
could create a similar organization. The next best option
is one Beisert’s advocated
for as a member of Mayor’s
Kenney’s Historic Preservation Task Force – “tiered
designation.”

— historic designation for
properties all over Philadelphia, protecting them from
the wrecking ball. But for
every win there are many
losses, especially when
“only about 2% of the built
environment in Germantown is protected from development.” It’s a similar
situation across Philadelphia
– “a world heritage city”
Beisert adds with a heavy
dose of irony in his voice.
He’s long worried about the
remaining 98% of historical
buildings, many of them in
Germantown, but the recent
rebound in development activity after the COVID shutdown has heightened his
As a preservationist,
concerns.
Much of the difficulty for
Beisert’s well known for
developers (and homeownnominating — and winning “We’ve lost about 10-15% ers) is the requirement that

historical properties be
maintained to a “white
glove” standard, meaning
that only “historically appropriate” materials, such as
wood shingles or certain
types of window materials,
can be used, making upkeep
expensive. It’s sometimes
easier to tear down (or sell,
in the case of homeowners)
a property rather than maintain such a high standard.
A tiered approach would
allow structures that weren’t
of the “Washington slept
here” variety to be held to
different, less stringent
standards. The hope is developers would be more
willing to maintain a structure’s historic characteristics using less expensive
materials, rather than demolish it in order to build a
soulless box.
Beisert also sees a benefit
for lower to middle income
homeowners. “If you live on
a nice block in Germantown
and development starts to
ramp up, why shouldn’t you
be assured the same protections as somebody in West
Philly or even Center City
without having these strin-

gent regulations that really
are just based on a white
glove approach?”
Beisert wishes tiered designation wasn’t necessary but
he understands that “we
can’t freeze the city in amber” and holding a hard line
with developers won’t stop
demolition. He’s had success using a tiered designation approach recently
at Wayne Junction. Beisert
consulted with Ken Weinstein about the Blaisdell
Pencil Company factory on
Berkley Street and persuaded him to use materials in
the redevelopment that were
similar to originals. “It isn’t
as beautiful as if it had historically accurate windows
in it, but at the same time, if
you go out and see the space
(now the site of Attic Brewery and Deke’s BBQ), it’s
still a really cool reuse of
the building.”
The biggest problem with
tiered designation? So far
it’s not official policy. That
leaves Beisert and his colleagues at Keeping Philadelphia (keepingphiladelphia.o
rg) to advocate for tiered

designation as best they
can in one of the country’s
biggest (and oldest) cities.
“Given how high the
stakes are, we shouldn’t
have to rely on advocates
to fight for these things on
a case-by-case basis.”
Get Involved
Fun Philly fact: Any property in Philadelphia can be
nominated for preservation. If you know of a
place in your neighborhood that could use protection (particularly if development is ramping up),
email Oscar
at keeper@keepingphiladel
phia.org or call him at 717602-5002. You can help
with a nomination or make
a donation to fund the organizations’ citywide efforts. You can also contact
your elected representatives and tell them we need
change, starting with having input on demolition of
properties in our neighborhoods.

nate how that went down. I
worked with Germantown
United to nominate the
property. There wasn’t a
concern about the building
being demolished, because
it’s such a huge building.
So that wasn’t a danger.
But in the conceptual
drawings from the developer, it showed basically a
convenience store or
McDonald’s sitting in the
front lawn of the building,
in an area that was really
more of a park. And so one
of the main concerns was
designating the property so
that the open park space
would remain in tact. (By
the way, I think the city
should have protected the
space before offloading it
for a song to developers
who would even consider
proposing something like
that for the site.)

six months of negotiations between the neighbors and the developer
over a community agreement. We asked for a continuance, which was granted, but it wasn’t enough
time for the neighborhood
groups to get that developer agreement. So Germantown United asked for another continuance, but was
denied, meaning that all
the negotiations with the
developer were moot at
that point because he got
his zoning anyway.

“It’s really terrible. If they
hadn’t already started negotiations, I could understand the timing of this
bill, but this made it much
worse. As an advocate for
development, especially
preservation-oriented development, it’s questionable whether this particular
“The other reason the site incentive is really the best
was nominated is that the for communities. I think it
building’s worthy of
needs to be revisited. But I
preservation. But we real- wasn’t on the incentives
ly wanted to make sure
committee. One of the
Oscar Beisert has success- that the park in the front
things we recommended
fully nominated dozens of was not built on, and cer- was a survey that would
properties to the local his- tainly not with a McDon- delay demolition for all the
toric register. With a B.A. ald’s or some other really properties on that survey.
in Political Science and an insulting development.
Of course, that wasn’t actM.A. in American Studies What unfortunately haped on immediately —
— American Architectural pened with that, though, is that’ll take years —
History and Decorative
that it took so long for the but incentives for the deArts, he has almost ten
commission to review the velopers? That got done in
years of experience in His- nomination and go through 24 hours!
toric Preservation. Oscar is the process that it took a
the founder of the Keeping year to finally get on the
“And I believe this incenSociety of Philadelphia,
agenda.
tive they applied to GHS
and has recently renovated
was really meant for
a 1880s carriage repository “Just as it did and GHS
churches, because church
in Germantown. For his
was about to be designat- buildings are extremely
work in Philadelphia,
ed, a law was passed that hard to reuse and they’re
Beisert has received the
changed zoning requirenot really that profitable.
Board of Directors Award ments for certain “special- But a school? An old facfor exceptional contribuuse” buildings,
tory? Those are actually
tion to historic preservawhich Councilperson Cin- pretty easy buildings to
tion, as well as recognition dy Bass co-sponsored.
reuse. So maybe in order to
from Save Our Sites and
(Editor’s note: The preser- get that incentive in the
the University City Histor- vation bill, signed by
future, the developer has to
ical Society
Mayor Kenney in Nov
check a few boxes first. As
2019, made it easier for
it is now, there are some
Designate and Switch?
historic “special-use” prop- basic inequities in how
So what did happen with
erties to be redeveloped
some of these things are
Germantown High?
and provided more flexible done which is a huge probzoning that didn’t require a lem.”
Like many, we thought a
variance. A variance is one
historical designation for
of the only ways a commu- By Steve Fillmore
the building would’ve giv- nity can apply leverage to Editor of the NW Local
Photo Courtesy of the NW Local
en the community more
a developer because the
leverage, not less (or none developer has to engage in
in this case).
a community dialogue as
part of the variance proOscar gives us some decess).
tails:
“Well, it’s very unfortu“So this endangered about

Michael J. Banks (Bike
Manks) is a Los Angeles
based artist originally from
the Mt. Airy area of Philadelphia. Growing up, his
greatest influences were
Pablo Picasso, Salvador Dali, Frank Miller, and Aaron
McGruder just to name a
few. Banks gravitated towards more abstract and
freestyle art forms. In this
style, he resonated with the
feeling of needing to break
limitations and literally
pour his soul onto paper. He
prefers to use brush pens
over actual paint brushes,
ensuring more control over
his strokes, and less mess.
He then adds fine point
pens and markers to emphasize details within his pieces. He currently resides in
the west side of Los Angeles, and teaches 6th grade

history through distance
learning.
Piece Caption:
Thy Will Be Done, 2019
In this piece, artist Michael
J. Banks encapsulates the
notion of “the of will fire”
by means of fiery strokes
and astrological incorporation. Here, we see a Leo
male centering his energy,
by means of channeling solar plexus energy throughout his being. In doing so,
he radiates power and confidence, so much that the
viewer is instantly captivated by this depiction of
strength. The image serves
as a reminder to all who
view it, that one always has
the choice to tap into their
inner greatness.
By Andre Brown
Editor of Black
Philadelphia Magazine

Joshua Wilkinson is an up
and coming director from
Philadelphia’s Uptown Section of the City. A graduate
from Del Valley Charter

High School where he also
ran track, he now has his
own production company.
Wilkson graduate d from
University of the Arts.

There he studied Film and
Video. Upon graduation
Wilkinson hit the ground
running to create his own
production company.

J
Media Productions,
LLC.Follow him on instagram @Jmediaproductions
where he has over 25.5k
followers and is still growing. Through his production
company he has shot movies, music videos, and has
directed many films as well.
Before the pandemic hit
Wilkinson had a deal to
screen at the Movie Tavern
in Philadelphia’s West Philadelphia Section of the city.
While he wasn’t able to
screen before the situation.
He has continued to work
and grow his production
company. If you are an actor with a desire to be in a
film Wilkson is always
looking for young and energetic actors to work with.
“Don't Be A Victim,” is
about a Military Vet who
returns home to see his girl-

friend, only to find out that
she is missing, and maybe
even worse kidnapped.
Wilkson has other movies
that are now available on
Youtube including a short
film “No Purpose.” Make
sure to check him and the
many upcoming artists to
continue supporting the
black and local arts.
Make sure to check out his
new project set to be release
soon, and also follow him
on Instagram, and check out
his website at
jmediaproductions.com
By Andre Brown
Editor of Black
Philadelphia Magazine

MARKETS
Chew's Market
6709 Chew Ave
Mt Airy Deli
7200 Devon St

Riley Deli
7701 Ogontz Ave
NRC Mini Market
1532 67th Ave

Tasties
5241 Germantown Ave
Mr Hook
Fish & Chicken Halal
5625 Germantown Ave

RESTUARANTS
Victoria’s Kitchen
7304 Ogontz Ave

Stop One
Food Market & Deli
6510 N 21st St.

Lincoln Chicken & Burger
801 E. Chelten Ave

Paradise
Jamaican Restaurant
1530 E. Wadsworth Ave.

Vernie's Soul Food
1800 Eleanor St

AGAPE Christian Café
1605 E. Wadsworth Ave

Uptown Seafood
6255 Limeklin Pk

O Sunny Side Breakfast
7706 Ogontz Ave

Jeisy's Grilled Chicken
5701 Germantown Ave

Food From The Heart
8010 Ogontz Ave

Town Supermarket
5031 Germantown Ave
M&F Supermarket
1431 E. Vernon Rd
Sam Meats
1524 Wadsworth Ave
Pat's Caribbean
1527 Wadsworth Ave
Day & Night Food Market
7722 Ogontz Ave
Crab & Claw
7801 Ogontz Ave
Roxie Market
8315 Stenton Ave
Famous Deli
7522 Ogontz Ave
Young’s Deli
7401 Stenton Ave
Stenton Supermarket
6400 Stenton Ave
Royal Meats
1619 Wadsworth Ave
Pete's Deli
8016 Ogontz Ave

Nickens Agency
1550 Wadsworth Ave

Nutrition & Herb Center
5601 N. 10th St

SALONS

Cleaners & Laundry
7222 Ogontz Ave

RDB'S Unisex Salon
6900 Ogontz Ave

Silver Star Kitchen
1453 Vernon Rd

Rodriguez Mini Mart
6731 Ogontz Ave

Heems 1 Stop Shop
200 W. Clapier St

SERVICE

D&Y Laundry Mat
6825 Ogontz Ave
Laundry Depot
2548 W. Cheltenham Ave
Z Laundry
8001 Ogontz Ave
H2O Laundry
8207 Stenton Ave
Wadsworth
Plaza Laundry Mat
1610 Wadsworth Ave

Michael's Unisex Salon
8008 Ogontz Ave
Allure Hair Designs Inc
8006 Ogontz Ave
Golden Comb
7614 Ogontz Ave
Cuts Correct
1447 E. Vernon Rd
Savvy Salon
1443 E. Vernon Rd

PLATTERS
BAKED CHICKEN, TURKEY WINGS, CHICKEN PARM, PORK BBQ SPARE RIBS, BLACKENED, FRIED CATFISH. BEEF RIBS, GRILLED SALMON, CRAB CAKES,
BEEF BRISKET, BLACKEND, FRIED CATFISH, GRILLED SALMON CAESAR OR GARDEN SALAD, LOLLIPOP LAMB CHOPS .

SIDES
COLLARD GREENS W/ SMOKED TURKEY, STIR FRY VEGETABLES, STRING BEANS, GLAZED CARROTS, GRILLED ASPARAGUS, TOMATO SALAD, CANDIED YAMS,
BAKED MAC N CHEESE, RICE PILAF, HOT PENNE PASTA W/CRÈME SAUCE, PARSLEY GARLIC POTATOES, POTATO SALAD, AND BLACK EYE PEAS,

